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BOOK REVIEWS
OSIAS L SCHWAEZ General Types of Superior Men With a preface
by Jack London, and an introductory letter by Max Nordau.
Richard G Badger, Boston, 1916, p 435
The book contains ten chapters which may well be grouped into
six divisions as follows. (1) Ch I, Definition, General Characteristics
of Genius and Talent, Ch II, Origin and Conditions, (2) Ch III,
Types of Superior Men, Intellectual Hierarchy, (3) Ch IV, Creative
Life, Ch. V, Affective Life, Ch VI, Striving Life; (4) Ch VII,
Influence upon the Masses, (5) Ch VIII, Appreciation, (6) Ch IX,
Normality and Abnormality
In the first chapter the author gives a rather extensive characteriza-
tion of the genius, the talented and the philistme individual In this
he points out the characteristic memory imitation, verbosity, im-
pressionability, mental harmony, affection and volition which the
genius possesses In the treatment of the heredity and variability of
the genius it becomes difficult for one, in the light of present biological
principles, to accept some of the unique theories of the author On
page 85 he states " To produce a genius, the qualitatively similar
characters of the parents must be added algebraically, a geometrical
addition gives birth to common mortals and talented men"
Chapter II shows the value to society of the phihstine group, but
the importance of the genius to society is kept in the foreground
through the whole book In connection with this some of the forces,
as pam, poverty, etc, which aid or suppress the genius, are treated
very well The high intellectual status of the superior group is treated
m more detail in chapter III The fourth chapter, while termed " The
Creative Life," is really a further elaboration of chapter I Chapters
V, VI, and VII deal with the affective and striving life and will be
of interest to readers of Social Psychology Chapter VII treats of
the vital relation of the talented person to his social environment
and his contribution to the group The mutual relation between the
individual and the group receives emphasis in chapter VIII. Chapter
IX is somewhat apart from the rest of the book, although the general
idea of the author is still apparent It would not be impossible to
omit this chapter, yet it will be of some interest to the general reader
The title of the book would be truer to the discussion with the
word " Superior" omitted, as all classes are treated, but emphasis
is placed on the highest type of person, the genius. With this indi-
vidual the author compares the talented man and the philistines, or
average persons This discussion is interesting in connection with
McDougall's elite group, and The Great Society of Wallas. " Phil-
istines differ from geniuses in both aims and abilities The talented
man differs from the genius belonging to the same class more m
ability than in aims," p 16 The author has followed the literary
style of Lombroso or Havelock Ellis Quite often the linguistic
style of the author attracts the attention away from the point which
he wishes to make All references to works which he has undoubtedly
made use of are omitted While the reader may not notice this lack
of references, one cannot escape the feeling that some of the author's
statements without the signs of a quotation are really direct quota-
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tions; p 415-6, for example " Women as a rule are born phihstines:
to fall into their hands "
In many places the reader feels that the author did not make use
of the most recent and accepted views in biology, sociology, and psy-
chology " genius can be regarded as a result of
accumulation or summation of inherited unconscious tendencies, of
inherited cosmical-suggestive impulses," p 84. " Only those acquired
characters are transmitted hereditarily which affect strongly the
parent's organism, . ," p 84 " In animals not only habits
or acquired characters but also actions performed but once may
become instinctive or hereditary modes of behavior, .," p 113.
" We understand why for women, knowledge, or truth, is still a means
to success, and has not yet become an end-in-itself," p 412
The author has crowded his statements full of ideas and his sen-
tences almost resemble aphorisms The book will be of interest to
students of social psychology and sociology, and to the layman who
wishes a popular treatment of the characteristics of the elite group
in comparison with the philistme group j _ jr EVANS.
LEWIS M. TERM AN, GRACE LYMAN, GEORGE ORDAHL, LOUISE ELLISON
ORDAHL, NEVA GALBRAETH and WILFORD TALBERT The Stanford
Revision and Extension of the Binct-Sunon Scale for Measuring
Intelligence Educational Psychology Monographs No 18
(Edited by Guy Montrose Whipple ) Warwick and York, Inc,
Baltimore, 1917, p 179
This monograph summarizes the data on which is based Terman's
revision and extension of the Binet Scale as published in his Measure-
ment of Intelligence After a " Brief Account of the Stanford Re-
vision and its History" in chapter I the authors discuss in the sub-
sequent seven chapters the following topics " The Distribution of
Intelligence," " The Rate of Growth and the Validity of the I Q ,"
" Sex Differences," " The Relation of Intelligence to Social Status,"
" The Relation of Intelligence to School Success," " The Validity of
the Individual Tests," and " Some Considerations Relating to the
Formation of an Intelligence Scale" Among the reasons why the
authors claim " that the Stanford 1914-1915 data have more than
ordinary significance " are the great number of children, namely 981,
varying between 80 and 120 at each age from 6 to 14 years, with some-
what fewer at 5 and 15, the great uniformity and care in the conduct
and scoring of the tests, the selecting of children within two months
of a birthday, and the elimination of racial differences Consequently
the distribution of intelligence for the ages separately as well as
for combined ages as based upon the Intelligence Quotient follows
very closely the theoretical (Gaussian) normal frequency curves The
curves show that the distribution of mental ages becomes progressively
flattened the older the children The authors believe that the results
of tests repeated on the same children at various intervals as far as
they have been made, " support in a general way the hypothesis that
the intelligence quotient of a given child tends to remain constant "
and that " growth of intelligence comes to a standstill somewhere in
the later years of adolescence and that the cessation is gradual rather
than sudden " The data on hand also throw doubt upon the common
notion that mental development progresses alternately at slower and
faster rates A slight sex-difference in favor of the girls seems to
occur between 5 and 14 years of age, and m certain tests sex-differences
were unexpectedly well marked " The median intelligence quotient
